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SCOPE AND COHT!Jl'fS: The variation in sensitivity of L6or cells to 

gamma rays has been studied as a function of position in the cell 

diTiaion cycle. For a dose range ot 0-12,000 rads, no significant 

variation was found for mitotic de1ay. Such was not the case for 

sensitirlty to cell killing, which wae found to increase as the cells 

passed tl-oa a1 through S to G2 of the dirlaion cycle. !he results 

of mitotic de1ay are in disagreement with result• published by 

other workers although the survival data agree with previous reports 

for a similar cell line. Results reported in connection with cell 

cycle determinations and mitotic delay suggest that the existence 

of a repair cycle operating concurrently with the normal cell cycle 

may be postulated. 'l'he theoretical treatment of mitotic delay given 

by Lea is ex•wlned and is not found to describe adequately the present 

resulte. 71nall.71 the evidence reported here suggests that mitotic 

de~ and radiation lethality are not separate manifestations of the 

same phenomenon. Experimental materials for further investigation into 

the repair processes involved are suggested. 
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I. IMTRODUCTIOI 

For a number of 1ears there have been intensive investigatioaa 

into the effects of ionizing radiations on living cells. The qualitative 

and quantitative responses ot cells to radiation have been well 

documented, eapeciallJ with respect to cell death and genetic and 

cytological ettects. 

The implications ot investigating the ettecte ot ionizing radiations 

on mammalian cells are apparent in the developing techniques ot radiation 

therapy tor cancer. In a broader sense, the radiation response of 

cells is useful as a tool in exploring the molecular basis ot some 

cell processes. For example, the problem ot the cell's control ot 

mitotic activit7 remains unsolved and, since mitotic inhibition ie the 

temporary loss ot the cell's abilit1 to undergo mitosis following 

irradiation, a study ot this phenomenon 1181 focus directly on the 

control mechanism. 

:Following the absorption ot ionizing radiation by cells, several 

distinct c1tological ettects are observed. The first ot these is 

mitotic inhibition, the immediate, temporary decrease in the traction 

ot cells undergoing mitosis in a population. Subsequently chromosomal 

aberrations and cell death are observed. 

As a quantitative measure ot mitotic inhibition, the time betveen 

the irradiation and the reappearance of mitotic activity is defined 

as the mitotic de~. Thia is effectively a me-.ure ot the duration 

of the mitotic inhibition. Data trom a. number ot organi•s indicate 
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that, when mitotic dela7 is plotted against the logarithm ot the dose, 

a straight line is obtained. Lea has sought to explain this relationship 

on the basis of the concept ot cumulative dose, and has developed a 

mathematical treatment for this model (1). 

It baa been claimed b1 Puck (2) that mitotic del.81, chromosomal 

aberrations, and cell death are caused by the aame initial lesion which 

he designates as a primary chromosomal injU1"7. The work of Whitfield 

et al. (3, 4, 5) would tend to favour a chromosomal effect for mitotic 

del1q. The7 found that the addition of chromatin condensing agents 

(agmatine, ea++ salts, hypertonic salt solutions) to an irradiated 

culture caused a decrease in the mitotic delq. It was suggested 

that the elongation of the chromosomes of cells about to enter mitosis 

is the cause of the delq tollowing irradiation, and that the condensing 

effect of these agents on the chromatin material may compensate for 

this radiation response. 

In addition, several workers have reported a correlation between 

cell killing and chromosomal aberrations (6, 7, 8),the cause of death 

at division being attributed to the formation of chromosome bridges 

or genetic unbalance following diTision. Thus there would appear to 

be a common involvement with the chromosome in these effects. However, 

investigation.a into the relative biological efficiencies (R.B.E.) of 

radiations of various linear energy tranafers (L.E.'r.) have shown that 

the maximum biological effect for mitotic inhibition occurs at an 

L.E.T. aignifioantly different from that for cell death (9, 10). The 

immediate inference from this is the existence of two different sites 

ot action tor the radiation. It is possible that both of these sites 



are associated with the chromosome, but that cell death and mitotic 

de~ are caused b7 the aame lesion ia doubtful. 

The existence of cell processes responsible for repair ot 

radiation damage has beea ahovn e:x:perimenta.111 in recent 7eara. 

Elkind and Sutton (ll) irradiated Chinese hamster cells with two doses 

separated b7 various incubation times, and demonstrated recovery 

between the doses. Since several workers (6, 12, 13) have found 

that the sensitivity of cells to radiation killing is a function of 

their age in the cell cycle, this recove~ might be due solely to a 

progress of the cells to a different aensitivit1 state during the 

incubation between doses. Whitmore et al. (13) have managed to 

separate the effects of true repair and cell progression, however, 

and have attributed the recove~ curves to a combination of both 

effects. 

The existence of repair functioning in the release of cells 

from mitotic inhibition is self-evident from the very description 

of the phenomenon. Lea's model of cumulative dose incorporates a 

repair system which causes an exponential dec81 of the radiation 

damage and ultimately permits the cells to re11U11e mitotic activity. 

As baa been mentioned, several werkers have eXBllined the 

differential sensitivit7 of cells irradiated at different times of 

the division cycle, in attempts to describe more fully the repair 

between fractionated doses. In a great many cell 191atems, the.life 

history of a cell can be divided into four distinct stages (14). 

Following mitosis there exists a period during which DBA synthesis 

does not occur (G1), a subsequent period of DNA ayntheais (S), a 

second period during which DNA is not aynthesized (G ) and, finally,2
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a period of mitosis (M). !he mitotic phase can be observed 

cytological.11 while the S period ~ be determined b1 the fraction 

ot cells which incorporate a pulse of radioactive th.J'lllidine. 

The present investigation is concerned with the variation 

ot the mitotic del.87 response with cell age, in order to make a 

comparison with the results obtained for cell killing. Since a 

repair system is operative in both phenomena, it ia of illportance 

to determine dose-response curves tor both, to discover whether or 

not COllllOn features exist. A demonstration that mitotic inhibition 

follows a sensitivity parallel to that for cell death throughout 

the cycle, would be e'Yidence in aupport of Pu.ck'• h1J>othesis involving 

a priJDary chromosomal lesion. If at u.y stage in the cycle the 

aenaiti'Yitiea were shown to diverge, the eame h1J>otheaia would be 

throvn into doubt. 

Variations in the mitotic 4el.qs of cells irradiated at 

ditferent tillea in the cell cycle have been reported (6, 12) but 

only very recently have Whitmore et al. published dose-response 

curves for this effect (15). 'Dt.eir reaults for radiation doses up 

to llOO rads indicate that sensitivity to mitotic delq increases aa 

the cells aoYe from G1 to S to o2 through the cell di'Yiaion cycle. 

The present investigation extends the range ot doses used to 12,000 

rads. Over this range no significant variation in sensitivity to 

mitotic inhibition around the cell cycle is found, in contradiction 

to the conclusions drawn by the above workers. Moreover, the theoretical 

treatment for mitotic de~ given by Lea (1) is evaluated and ia 

shown to be inapplicable to the present results, except possibly over 

a ama1l dose range. 

http:cytological.11
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An interdependence of the generation tiae, the length of the 

G1 phase and the mitotic delq haa been .uggeated oa the baaia of 

seTeral inTeatigationa (16, 17). Alao, the requirement for DNA 

synthesis tor release from mitotic inhibition haa been dellOllatrated 

(18). Baaed on these findinga, the exiatence of a repair 07cle 

following irradiation and operating aillultaneoual.7 with the normal. 

cell c7cle, is poatulated. 

With the reaulta obtained for the cell age response of these 

cells a comparieon i• made between mitotic delq and cell killing. 

The nrTiTal data are in qualitatiTe agre•ent with those obtained 

for L cell• by other worker• (13). However the mitotic delq reaulta 

are not and., Iii.nee no parallel aenllitiTity between the two effects 

is observed, the hypothesis of a comon lellion (2) is thrown into 

further doubt. Further investigation ia required in order to 

clarit,r the above discrepancies, and to more clear~ identit,r the 

molecular baaea tor these phen•ena. 



II, MATERIALS AllD METHODS 

The Cell Line 

A eubline of L60T cells original.11 deriYed trom :&Irle'• 

fibroblastic L cella (19, 20) wu used in all experiments. Theee 

cells are capable of growth on a g1aaa aurface or in suspension 

culture, and require no exogenous tlQ'llidine ('MR) or coenz111es in 

their growth medium. BoweYer, when 'MR ia administered to a 

culture, it is incorporated preferentiall.7 into the nucleic acid 

of the cells. 

'nle cells were found to haTe a mean chromoaoae number of 

51.5 *9.8 where the limits shown are the 9-"' confidence limits. 

Orowth Conditions 

Cella to be used in the experimental preced"1"ea were ll&intained 

in euepenaion in glass spinner fluka(a), The growth mediU. wu CMRL 

lo66 (21) supplemented with l°" foetal calf aerua,Cb) but normal.11 

lacking coenzyaes and thJllidine. .Antibiotics, pennicillia, strept0111"cin 

and anti PPLO agent(b) were added routiael7 to all cultures. Under 

these conditions the population doubling ti.lie wu 15-21 hOU"•• Cell 

growth was followed by making periodic cell count• with an electronic 

cell counter(c), 

(a) Bellco Glue Inc., 	Vineland, Hew Jerae7 

(b) Grand Ialand Biological Co., Grand Island, New York 

(c) 	Coulter Electronics Inc,, Hialeah, norida 

-6
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Stock cultures were maintained in glass bottles kept at 

37°c in a controlled atmosphere of humidified air and 5-1~ carbon 

dioxide. 

Irradiation Conditions 

A 2000 curie Ceaium-137 source was used for the irradiatiollll. 

A diagram of this apparatus ia shown in fig. 1. Radiation waa 

delivered only when the lead-encased cyliader carrying the source 

vas rotated to position A aa shown. Samples to be irradiated were 

positioned to receive a dose rate of 100 rada per minute. Doaea 

delivered were determined by a remote control timing device. 

Before and after delivery of the dose, the source waa rotated to 

position B. 

A Philipa Universal doaimeter(d) was used to calibrate the 

apparatus, and a standardized Victoreen condenser chamber(•) fitted 

with a lucite, tisaue-equiTalent cap waa u.aed to correct the reading• 

of the Philipa dosimeter. 

To insure a uniform dose deliTered to the cells, the cultures 

were irradiated in suspension in spinner tl.aaks. 

It also was found necessary to maintain the cells at 37°C 

during irradiation, since a decrease of l-2°c occaaionally resulted 

in extended mitotic de~a. A circulating water bath waa used to 

maintain the temperature at the deaired level during the irradiation. 

(d) Philipa Electronic Equipment Ltd., Toronto, Ontario 

(e) Victoreen Nuclear Illlltruaentation, Cleveland, Ohio 
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Cell Labelliy and Autoradioqy!q 

Tritiated thymid.ine (B,Td.R) at specific acti'Jitiea of 6.7 c/'lllM 

or 17 c/mM(f) was added to exponential.17 growing •apenaion cultures 

at concentrations ot 0.1, l.O or 2.0 ~c/1111 depending on the experiment. 

When it was desirable to label 01117 the cell• which were 

11111thesizing DNA at a giYen tille, a twenty mhute pulse of B"rcm 

was administered to the cells. Then the s".rcm vaa diluted by l/28oo or 

l/1800 b7 dilutions ot unlabeled TdR, which etfectiYe~ stopped 

further significant labeling of the cells. 

When a lltllall. 1 unlabeled segment of the cell cycle was desired, 

H3TdR w~ administered to the culture and allowed to remain tor a 

period which would allow all but a 8llall portion ot the cells to 

become labeled. Dilution of the H3TdR was accoapliahed by centrifugation 

(6oo rpm) at 37°c and resuspension in unlabeled mediUll conditioned 

by cell growth for 24 hours. Preconditiomng ot the diluting mediUll 

waa necessary since resuspension in unconditioned medium cawsed 

Yariable and unpredictable cell growth. ilteraa.tiYely a diluting 

concentration of unlabeled TdR was added at the appropriate time. 

In some experiments continuous labeling ot the cells vas 

desired and in those cases the dilution atep in the aboYe procedure 

was omitted. The cell• continued to be labeled as the population 

passed through the DNA 191Dthetic phaae ot the cell cycle. 

Cells trom the labeled cultures were fixed at interTala in 

3:1 ethanol-acetate and allowed to dry on microscope slides. The 

slide preparations were stained ill ~ acetic-orcein and autoradiograma 

(t) Nev England Nuclear Corp., Boston, Maas. 

http:exponential.17
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were prepared by dipping the elides in llford 0-5 elllllsion(g) diluted 

l/4 in distilled water at 45°c. EJccess emullt.l.on waa allowed to drain 

from the slides. Then the slides we!'e packed in opaque black slide 

boxes containing a dessicant, and stored at 4°c. After suitable 

exposure times, the slides were developed and examined llicroacopicall.J' 

for silver grains over the cells. 

Cell ezcle Determination 

The lengths of the various stages of the cell division cycle 

were determined using a pulse-labeling technique like that described 

by Defendi and Man.son (22). The continuous labeling procedure of 

Stanners and 'fill (23) also waa used. 

In the first case, logarithmicall.7 growing cells were pulae

labeled with H3TdR for 20 minutes charing which till• only the S pha8e 

cells were labelled. Following the pulse, hourly aamples were taken 

from the culture and a11erage grain counts over metaphaaea were obtained 

from the developed a•toradiograms. Grain counts were •de under oil 

immersion using a 100 x phase microscope objective. 

In the second tne of experiment, continuous labeling waa 

used. Again, hourly aamples were taken and autoradiograms prepared. 

Grain counts over metaphases and the percentage of unlabeled cells 

in the culture were determined. In this ¥87 it was possible to 

examine the flow of cells into the S and M phase. 

Mitotic Inhibition 

The procedure described by Whitmore et al. (13, 15) was 

used to obtain an unlabeled segment of the division cycle, a "window" 

(g) Ilford Ltd., Essex, England 

http:emullt.l.on
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of cells which had not incorporated the label. B3TdR waa applied to 

an exponential~ growing culture for 8-ll holirs, depending on the growth 

rate ot the cells. Dilution ot the label after that time 11,elded 

a window ot about 4 hours duration at the end ot the (\ phase. 

Following the productiOA.ot the window, the unlabeled cells 

coapoaing it were allowed to moTe around the cell 07cle to the stage 

under consideration. Then the population wae split into mall spinners 

preconditioned by cell growth tor 24 hours. Again, the preconditioning 

was necessary to minimize the erratic cell growth obserTed when 

unconditioned glassware waa ued. 

The small spinners were irradiated with a aeries of.doses, 

most of which were large enough to produce 111.totic del.a7s longer than 

the tiae required for the unlabelled cells to reach mitosis it no 

irradiation had been given.. 

Colcemid(h) at 5 x 10-8 g/ml was .added to each spinner short~ 
after irradiation, to accumUl.ate cells as they reached aetaphase. 

Samples were taken at two hour intenals, fixed and stained on 

slides, and the mitotic indioea of the gross population. were 

determined. Autoradiograma were prepared and were scored tor the 

mitotic indices ot the unlabeled cells. 

Mitotic in.dices were detend.ned tram counts ot 2000-.5000 cells. 

Losa of ProliferatiTe Cs>acity 

Puck et al. (24) haTe developed a convenient method to obtain 

survi'Yal cunes tor cells growing Oil glass. Thia procedure was used 

to obtain curTea for the groaa cell population. 

(h) Courtesy of s. Mak, Queen's University, Kingston 

http:productiOA.ot
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After the cells vere irradiated with a aeries of doses and 

diluted appropriately, they were inoculated into sterile glasa bottles 

which had been seeded vi.th heanq irradiated "feeder" oells the 

prenous day. Puck has shown that the plating efficien.c7 of cells 

ia increased by the presence of such feeder cells in the growth 

medium. In these experiments io' f eedera per bottle vere used. 

Four duplicate bottles were plated for each radiation dose. 

After about 2 weeks' growth on glass, at which tille the 

aurnving cells had formed eaeiq diatinquiahable clones, the cells 

were stained vi.th me~lene blue. The clones were counted and the 

traction of cells aurnT.lng was determined. 

'l'he 'Window technique alread7 described tor mitotic inhibition 

was used to determine Tariationa in RrYi.Tal aenaitint7 arouad the 

cell cycle. Since it has been shown that incorporation of 1.0 lt.C/111 

B3TdR is lethal (25) to L cells, such a concentration was used in the 

production of a 'Window of cells which had not incorporated the label. 

These cells were tlleretore the onq Ti.able cells in the population. 

The population was irradiated when the windov had reached the stage 

ot the didaion cycle under consideration, and appropriate dilutions 

ot the irradiated cells were plated as described above. Radiation 

doses of 0-1200 rads were ued, and nrTi.Tal curves were constructed. 

http:efficien.c7


III. 	RESULTS 

Cell Cycle 

As vas described in the section on Materials and Methods, 

two procedures were used to determine the phases of the division 

cycle for the cell line. 

In the first type of experiment, a pulse of H-'TdR was 

administered to an exponentially growing culture. Following the 

preparation of autoradiograma, grain counts over metaphases were 

made. The results of one such experiment are shown in fig. 2a. 

Following the pulse, no silver grains appeared over aetaphases 

until the labeled cells had moved through the G2 phase. As the 

labeled cells reached mitosis, the grain counts increased to a 

maximum and, as these cells passed f'rom mitosis the counts decreased 

again. The points of inflection in the curve of fig. 2a were chosen 

as the limits of the S phase since th.,- reflect the maximum rates 

of increase and decrease of the label and, hence, should be 

representative of the majority of the cells in the population. 

To identity the points of inflection more accurately, the first 

derivative of the curve in fig. 2a was determined and is shown in 

fig. 2b. From the figure the values of G2 and S are found to be 3.5 h 

and 5.8 h respectively. 

As an estimate of the generation time, cell counts were 

made and a growth curve was plotted f'rom which the doubling time CT2) 

- 13 
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of the population was determined to be 20 h. The growth curve is 

shown in fig. 3. 

Mitotic indices were determined at hourly intervals tor 20 

hours from an exponentiall.7 grow11'1g culture. The mean value tor 

the mitotic iadex was 1.8 * .2 •· Again the lillita are the 9~ 

confidence limits. Since onl.7 a amall •ariation in mitotic in.des 

with time was observed, a uniform distribution of cells around a 

20 hour dirlsion cycle was asau11ed. The duration of the division 

cycle was estimated by the doubling time of the population. 

For an 8.SJDchronous population in exponential growth, the 

length of the mitotic period cannot be obtained eimply by multipl1in8 

the generation time by the fraction of cells in mitosis. Instead, 

account must be taken of the continual iaoreaae in the Gi population 

as the cells pass around the c7cle. l'roa an equation developed b7 

Stanners and !ill (23) the duration of mitoais ia given by 

where M is the fraction of cells in mitosis and T is the generation 

time. For the cells used in the present investigation, the duration 

of the mitotic phase is therefore Ta • 0.52 t 0.05 hours. 

'l'he length of the G1 phase was found b7 subtraction to be 

10.2 hours. The results of this experiment and another of the aalle 

type are shown under "pulse labelling" in table I. 

As a check on the results of the pulse experiments, a 

second tJpe of experiment was performed, using the accumulation of 

the tritium label to measure the flow of cells through the c7cle. 
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TABLE I 


LENGTH IN HOURS OF CELL CYCLE 	PHASES OBTAINED BY TWO METHODS. 

H3TdR LABELING PROCEDURE 

PULSE 	 CONTINUOUS 

•T2 20 14.5 19.5 19.5 

*T 19.7 19•.5 g 	 
s 5.8 5.5 7.5 7.5 

G2 3.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 

M 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Gl 10.2 5.5 8.7 8.5 

•f2 ie the population doubling time and T is the generation time 
obtained from labeling data. g 

H3TdR was added to a growing culture and aaaplea were taken at regular 

intervals. Again, grain coUDta oTer meta.phases were made and growth 

curves were plotted. .Also the percentage of ualabelled cells tor each 

sample was determined. The results of one such experiment are shown 

in fig. 4. 

As in the pulse experiments, following the addition of the 

label no grains appeared oTer aetaphaaea until labeled cells had 

passed through G2• '!'hen the number of grains per metaphaae increased 

tor a time equal to the DNA synthetic period of the cells. After 

this period, cells reaching aetaphaae had been exposed to H3TdR 

!broughout their passage through S and therefore had accumulated the 

maximum amount of label. This is renected in fig. 4 by a saturation 

in the grain counts oTer .•etaphasea. 
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Actually, in the saturation region ot the curve, a decrease in 

grain counts was observed. The reason for this deca,. is not known 

conclusively, but an approximate calculation based on the amount ot 

TdR required in 7 hours for DNA synthesis in these cells, suggests 

that the decrease might be accounted tor by a depletion ot the 

exogenous H3TdR by those cells passing thr~ s. 

'l'he intersection ot the line drawn through the points 

occuring after saturation with that drawn through the iacreasing 

points prior to saturation marked the end of the S phase. 'l'he values 

for G2 ~d S obtained from fig. 4 are 3.0 and 7.5 hours respectively. 

In the saae experiment, the percentage of unlabeled cells 

decreased with time until essentially all the cells we~e labeled. 

The small fraction remaining unlabeled probabl7 represents cells 

which are growing ·very slowly or which are not proceeding around the 

cell cycle at all. Such non-proliferating cells may be said to be 

in a G state (26).
0 

'l'he time required for the maximum number of cells to become 

labeled corresponds to the total duration of G2 + M+ G1 and in this 

case was 12.2 hours. Adding the value tor S to this figure yields 

the generation time which is, therefore, obtained independently from 

the estimate based on the growth curve. 

The results ot this and one other experiment of this type 

also are shown in table I. 

It can be seen that the estimation ot S is different in the 

two procedures and that, in the experiment showing a population 

doubling time of 15.5 hours, the G1 value is considerably smaller 
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than that obtained tor a longer doubling time. This relationship 

between the length ot G1 and the doubling time has been confirmed 

by other workers. 'l'he discrepancy in S and in the G1 - T2 relatiol18hip 

will be diacuaaed further in a subsequent section. 

The combined reaul.ts·of the cell cycle determinations are 

depicted in fig. 5. 

Mitotic Del& 

Since variations in the generation time are reflected in the 

length ot the G1 phase ot the cycle for this cell line, the doubling 

time of the population was determined prior to the addition of the 

label. On the basis of this determination, the length of time of 

exposure to the, label was chosen to obtain a window of approxima.tel.1' 

4 hours in each case. 

'l'he window, once produced, was allowed to move o, 4 or 8 

hours around the cycle before aliquots of the population were 

irradiated. Thus, at the time of irradiation the unlabeled cells 

were located in late G1, S or G2 respectively. 

Mitotic indices were plotted as a function of time following 

the beginning of the irradiation. 'r.Jpical mitotic inhibition release 

curves are shown in fig. 6. The effect of colcemid on the shape of 

the release curves can b.e seen by comparison with the results for 

cells receiving no colcemid. 

Linear regression l.iDes were drawn through the rapidly increasing 

portions of the inhibition release curves, and the points of 

intersection of these lines with the time axis were determined. The 

mitotic de~ for each dose was defined as the time elapsed from the 

be~nning of the irradiation to the point of intersection so determined. 
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FIGURE 5. CELL CYCLE DIAGRAM 
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Following mitotic index determinations tor the total cell 

population, autoradiograms were prepared and from them mitotic delay 

results for the unlabeled cells were obtained. 

'l'he mitotic del117 tL was plotted against the logarithm of the 

radiation dose D. The data tor the gross population and for the 

unlabeled cells are plotted in this w117 in figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10. The 

limits shown are the standard errors calculated from the linear 

regression lines drawn through the inhibition release curves. 

The straight line plotted in t:l.g. 7 bears the slope of a 

curve recently published for our cells (27) and agrees closely with 

the data published b7 Whitmore et al. (15) for L60T cells. It is 

apparent, however, that this linearit7 does not appl.1 Ol'er the large 

dose range used in this 11tud7. 

'l'he experimental points shown in figs. 8, 9 and 10 are the 

results obtained for unlabeled cells in G1, S and G2 respectively. 

The curve drawn in each case is identical to the curve drawn in fig. 7 

for the gross cell population. Within the limits of experimental error, 

the data for cells in G1, Sand G2 are superimpoaable on the curve for 

the total cell population. The S phase ~ appear to be more sensitive 

in the higher dose range, but the deviation seems negligible. 

In general, these results do not agree with those reported by 

other workers (6, 121 1-?) who found significant differences in the 

sensitivity to mitotic inhibition around the cell division c7cle. 

A full discussion of these differences will be found in a subse~uent 

section. 
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Losa of ProliteratiTe Capacit1 

When the logarithm ot the aurTiTing traction of a cell population 

is plotted against the dose, a survival ctlM'e consisting of a 

shoulder at low dose• and a linear portion at higher doses is frequentl.J' 

obtained. Such CUM'es can be characterized b7 two parameters, the D
0 

value which ia the dose required to reduce the stll"Tival by l/e on 

the exponential portion of the curve, and the extrapolation number 

n which ia obtained by extrapolation of the exponential portion of 

the curve to zero dose. 

SurTival data were obtained tor asynchronous cell populations 

and tor cells in the various stages of the cell cycle. Insufficient 

data were obtained to determine values torn, but the D .va1uea
0 

are tabulated in table II. The lillits shown are the 9,,; confidence 

lillits. 

TABLE II 

VARIATION OF RADIATION LE'BIALift AROUND 'lm: CELL CYCLE 

Unlabeled 
population s 

D (rads) 21<>±23 178:!:20
0 

The results are. sufficient to indicate that the senaitiTit7 

ot the cells to radiation lethality increases as the cells pass troa 

G1 to S to G2• 'l'hese tindinga are in qualitative aSre•ent with the 

results of Whitmore et al. (13) tor L cells. 



IV. 	DISCUSSION 

Cell Czcle 

Two procedures were ued to determine the length in time of 

the various stages of the division cy-cle. One method involved a 

pulse-labeling of the cells which were synthesizing DNA at the time 

ot the labeling while the other employed a continuous labeling of the 

cell population as it passed through the S phaae. The results 

indicate that, for this cell line, the cell cycle consists of a G1 

period ot 5.5 - 10 hours followed by a DNA synthetic period (S) of 

6 - 7.5 hours, a G2 period of 3 - 3.5 hours and a mito~ic phase of 

o., hours. The experiments in which continuous labeling of the cells 

was employed yielded larger values for the duration of the S phase 

than the values provided by the pulse labeling procedure. This 

discrepancy can be accounted tor by a further examination of the 

exact methods by which these values were obtained. 

In the pulse-labeling experiments, curves of grain counts 

over metaphases versus time following the pulse were plotted. The 

points of inflection of these curves were determined as estimates of 

the beginning and end of the S phase. Since the points of inflection 

represent the maximum rates of increaae and decrease of the labeling, 

this procedure is moat like~ to establish the S phase of the majority 

of the cells of the population. 

The continuous labeling procedure, however, yielded consistent~ 

larger values tor the S phase. Again,·grain counts over metaphases 
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were plotte.d versus time. In uq population of cells, there is expected 

a distribution of generation times as well as a distribution of the 

lengths of the various stages of the division cycle. In this case, 

therefore, the most rapid11 c7cling of the cells, located at the end 

ot the S phase at the time of labeling, would be expected to be the 

first to contribute to the increase in grain counts over metaphasea. 

Further, the cells with the largest generation times and longest S 

phases would have aided in an overestimation of s. Such cells 

located at the beginning of S at the time of labeling would have 

been the last to contribute to the increase in grain counts. The 

end of the S phase was determined by the point of saturation of the 

curveWdditheretore would have given an exaggerated value tor the 

end of s. Hence, with the continuous labeling procedure it was 

poaeible to place an upper limit of 7.5 hours on the length of the S 

period tor this cell line. 

During these experiments an interdependence of the population 

doubling time and the length of the Gi also was observed. i1le other 

phases of the cell cycle, however, remained relatively unaffected by 

changes in the doubling time. Since determinationa of the generation 

time based on labeling data agreed very well with the doubling time 

of the population, it was aaaumed that the latter was a good estimate 

of the former. 

The above relationship between generation time and G1 confirms 

the reports of several workers (28, 291 30, 31). Alteration of the 

generation time by temperature and pH change is found to be the 

result of changes in the length of a • · Detendi and Manson1
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have attributed the variations in the generation ti.lies of different 

cell lines to differences in the duration of the 6i stage. ,!! !!!! 

studies with the cells of normal and regenerating liver, and with 

normal and malignant cells, have demonstrated the 881le dependence. 

Contr81"J' eTi.dence hu been presented by Puck et al. (32) 

who showed that differences in generation time between Bela and 

Chinese hamster cells were due to variations in the duration of 

all phases in the 881le proportion. Watanabe and Okada (16) have 

shown with mouse leukemic cells that, although 6i is the moat 

severely affected b1 temperature change, alteration in the generation 

time by temperature variation is also accompanied b1 significant 

changes in s. 

The bulk of the eTi.dence, however, points to a positive 

correlation between the length of G1 ancl the cell generation time. 

'Die other phases of the division c1cle remain relativel1 constant. 

Therefore it could be suggested that G is involved in the synthesis1 

of some compound essential to cell reproduction and that once this 

role of G1 is completed, the cells proceed at the normal rate through 

s, a and M. Moreover, since Dewe1 et al. (17) have demonstrated an 2 

increase in radiation-induced division del~ with an increase in 

population doubling time• it could be suggested further that so• 

function of the G1 phas~ is involved in repair of the lesion responsible 

for mitotic inhibition. 

Mitotic Inhibition 

Following irradiation there is an illnediate drop in the 

percentage of cells undergoing mitosis in a population of cells. 

After a time, which depends on the magnitude of the radiation dose, 



there is a rapid increase in the mitotic index which is characteristic 

of the release of the population fro• mitotic inhibition. On the basis 

of the immediate decrease of mitotic activity on irradiation and the 

partial synchrony of the release curve, Whitmore et al. (33) have 

claimed the existence of a radiation-induced block located in late 

G2 which temporari17 prevents cells from progressing beyond that point•. 

They found, moreover, that the progress of cells through G1 and S 

was relatively unaffected. 

However, Mak and !ill (34) have reported that radiation doses 

of 580 - 10,900 rads delq the passage ot L6oT cells through all 

parts of the division cycle. In addition to the G2 block, a temporary 

block was discovered in late s, and the rate of DNA synthesis was 

depressed. Passage of cells from~ to S was.retarded also. 

Nevertheless, the G2 block remained the largest of these post

irradiation effecta. 

:From a comparitive stu~ of a number of •••alian cell lines, 

Dewey et al. have shown that an increaae in division delq is 

attendant on an increase in population doubling time. Furthermore, 

changes in the population doubling time are accompanied by changes in 

the length of the G1 phase, aa the discus~ion in the last section 

indicated. It might be .suggested therefore, that some function of the 

G1 phase is connected ~th the repair of the radiation-induced 

lesion responsible for mitotic inhibition. 

Moreover, sensitization of L cells to mitotic dela1 by 5

bromodeoX1Ul'idine (BUdR) has been recently demonstrated (27). BUdR, 

an analogue of tlQllidine, is incorporated specifically into the 
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nucleic acid of the cell. The obaerTed sensitization illplicatea DNA 

in the radiation. response. Experiments with 5-nuorode0X7Vidine 

(J'DdR) confirm this finding (18). J'DdR inhibits the enzyme thyaid7late 

SJ!lthetase which ia inTOlTed in the formation of tb.1midine. J'UdR 
' 

therefore interferes with the 11JD.tbeaia of DHA at this point. 

Treatment of the culture with FUdR prior to irradiation prevent• the 

release from mitotic inhibition. Later addition ot t~dine allows 

the 1UdR block to be bnaaaed, and the cells M7 then diTide. It 

would appear theretore that DNA SJnthesia is required tor release from 

mitotic inhibition. 

Since both DNA eynthesia and a product of the G1 phaae appear 

to be neces881"1 tor the repair of the lesion responsible tor mitotic 

inhibition, it is possible to suggest the existence ot a "repair 

c7cle" which operates parallel to and aillul.tane0'IUl17 with the DOrul 

cell division cycle. Consider, tor example, a cell irradiated at 80ll9 

point in the cell cycle. The progress of the cell around the cycle 

continues until the G2 block i• reached. Soae component req,uired for 

further progress toward cell tiTision ia absent, the radiation either 

haTing destroyed it or haring interfered with its 11JD.theaia. HoweTer, 

at the time ot irradiation the repair cycle haa begun to operate, and 

eventuall.7 the G2 block.is reaoTed or aToided by the llJD.thesis of the 

required substance. This repair cycle would require aome functions 

of the G1 phaae, aome functions of the S phase and perhaps aome G2 

acti'f'ity aa well, though the latter is pvel.7 apeculatiTe. 

Higher doses of racliatioa might be expected to interfere with 

a larger proportion of the normal metabolic processes. The reduced 

http:block.is


rate of DNA. synthesis and of cell passage into S as well as the block 

in S reported by Mak and Till might be explained on this baais. In 

addition the effectiveness ot the repair 91atem might be reduced 

at high doses. 

Mitotic inhibition release curves yield different values tor 

mitotic delay, depending on the criterion used to determine the 

time of release. In one investigation mitotic delay was taken as 

the time between irradiation and the time at which the mitotic index 

reached 2~ of its average value in an a.irradiated culture (27). 

Extrapolation to the time axis of the best smooth curve through the 

points yields comparable results. However, the objection to both 

of these is the difficulty encountered in the calculation of standard 

errors for mitotic delays. 

In this investigation, extrapolation of a linear regression 

curve to zero mitotic index was used. This particular criterion is 

quite co•only used and it has the additional advantage of allowing 

convenient calculation of standard errors. Construction of these 

curves was facilitated by the use of colcemid, added to the cultures 

shortly after irradiation. Colcemid arrests the dividing cells 

quantitatively at aetaphase and has no effect on the G1, s, or 

G2 phases (35)t Cells thus are accumulated in metaphase as the7 pass 

through mitosis. 'l'b.erefore, following release from mitotic inhibition 

the presence of colcemid insures a rapid increase in mitotic index with 

time. This is particularl7 important at very high doses where 1118J11 

of the cells are too greatl7 damaged to attempt mitosis, and where it 

is essential to detect the few cells that do divide in order to determine 
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the release curve. In this way the presence of the drug simplifies 

the drawing ot the linear regression lines. Other evidence from this 

laboratoZ'J indicates that, although some concentrations ot colcemid 

cause a prolongation of mitotic delSJ, the levels used in this 

investigation caused no significant increase. 

Reports from a number of sources indicate that, when the 

mitotic delay is plotted against the logarithm of the dose, a straight 

line is obtained. This observation has been treated theoretically 

by Lea in his concept of cW1Ulative dose (1). According to this model, 

the effective radiation damage to the cell at the end of the 

irradiation is due to a combined ettect of continuous damage during 

irradiation and simultaneous exponential repair of that damage. Thia 

repair continues following irradiation and ultimately results in the 

release from mitotic inhibition. 

The rate of decay of the cumulative dose (or dallage) existing 

at time t is given by 

- - - - (ii) 

where D • ..-Ul•tive dose, I • doae rate, and 't • time constant tor repair 

ot damage. 

It the dose rate is auch that the irradiation time is 

negligible compared. to the repair ti.Ile, the equation lla1' be 

approximated b7 

dD D 
di . - - - - - - (111)

T' 



which integrates to 

mitotic delay' ~ • - T log DL + T log D
0 

- - - (iv) 

In this case D is the instantaneous damage sustained by the
0 

cell, and thus represents the radiation dose it has absorbed. The DL 

term represents the level of damage at which no mitotic delay is 

observed. When the mitotic delay' ti, is plotted against the logarithm 

of the dose D , a straight line should be obtained. 
0 

The experimental data were plotted in fig. 7 in accordance 

with this equation, the mitotic del.ay's being measured from the beginning 

of the irradiation. As has been mentioned before, the results do 

not fall on a straight line. 

HoweTer, since the dose rate approxi•tion given in equation 

(iii) 1181' not be valid at high doses, an exact solution to Lea's 

equation was deTeloped and is presented in the appendix. The data 

were corrected appropriately and plotted .. the delay' from the end ot 

irradiation (tL - t•) versus the cumulatiTe dose D' at the end of 

irradiation. The corrected points are plotted in fig. ll, with 

the curve from fig. 7 included for comparison. It is apparent that, 

even when the data are plotted according to an exact solution of Lea•a 

equation, the relation~p he has predicted doea not fit the present 

data except, possibly, over a small dose range. The reason for the 

shape of the curve obtained in this study is not known, but it might 

be expected that for high doses (> 1000 rads) the components of the 

repair system itself may be damaged, cauaing a greater increase in 

delay with increasing dose. 
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Using tritium to label all but a amall segment ot a population 

ot cells, it waa possible to look at mitotic delays of cells irradiated 

at different stages of the diTision cycle. Mitotic inhibition release 

curves were obtained and the data were plotted in the manner ot Lea 

described above. The results obtained for the various stages of the 
. . 

ceil cycle are not signiticantl.7 different from those just described 

for the gross population. All the curves demonstrated the 8Bllle 

nonlinearit7 characteristic ot the gross population. 

In some experiments, lethal concentrations ot H3TdR were used 

in the production of the unlabeled window. The results for mitotic 

delay were the same when aublethal levels of tritium were used, indicating 

that the cells which had not incorporated the label were unaffected 

by the treatments. Removal of the label b7 low speed centrifugation 

and renspenaion Jielded data essentiall.7 identical to those obtained 

b,. dilution, showing that the concentrations ot thyllidine used in the 

dilution experiments had no detectable effect on the response ot the 

cells to mitotic inhibition. 

Other workers have examined the mitotic del81' response to 

ionizing radiation as a function of the cells' position in the divisioa 

c,.cle. Dewe7 and Humphre7 (6) using a pulse labeling technique, 

have reported that L-P59.mouae fibroblasts increase in sensitivity 

to mitotic del..,. as the~ pass from G1 to S to G2• Aleo Terasima and 

Tolmach (12), using a selective harvesting ot cells in mitosis to 

obtain SJ'D.Cbronous cultures ot HeLa cells, found that the aenaitivit7 

increased in the 8Bllle way. However, since both these investigations 

were carried out using onl,. a single dose of radiation, a true dose

reaponse relationship was not .available. 
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Whitmore et al. (15) have recently demonstrated results for 

L60T cells qualitatively similar to those reported by the above workers, 

and they have plotted complete dose-response curves for doses between 

0 and 1100 rads. The tritium labeling technique used in the present 

investigation was employed. 

The results reported here indicate no variation in sensitivity 

to radiation-induced mitotic delay as the cells pass through the division 

cycle, since the data for cells irradiated at various stages of the cycle 

are essentially superimposable on the data for the gross population. 

Therefore these results, at least below doses of 1100 rads, are in 

contradiction to the work of the above investigators. 

Some of the differences, especially between these results and 

those of Dewey and Humphrey and of Terasima and Tolmach, may be attributed 

to differencea in cell lines used. But there is probably much leas 

difference between this cell line and that used by Whitmore et al., 

since our line was originally obtained from '#hitmore'a laboratory. 

Moreover, the mitotic delay data for the gross population are essentially 

identical for the two cell lines in the dose range used by Whitmore et al. 

However, a discrepancy in the results of these workers is 

encountered when the data for cells in a1, S and G2 are combined to 

Jield a composite mitotic de~ curve for the gross population. Such 

combined results should approximate closely the actual data obtained 

for the total cell population. Considerable disagreement is evident, 

and might possibly be due to their particular experimental treatment of 

the cells. Speculation into the reasons for the differences between 

Whitmore•s results and those reported here should await resolution of the 

above discrepancy. 



Losa ot Proliferative Capacitz 

'lbe criterion uauall7 empl07ed to determine whether or not a 


cell has survived a given dose of radiation is based on its abilit7 


to make SOiie arbitrary nuaber of divisions in aome .rbitrary time (36). 


In this investigation the surviving cells were taken to be those 


that formed macroscopically visible colonies ("' 50 cells) in about 


two weeks. Man7 of these colonies contaiaed giant cells which had 


lost their capacit7 to enter division but which continued to be 


metabolically active. 


The survival curves shoved the tJPical sigmoid shape 


characteristic ot man7 cell systems, in that the7 were composed of 


an iliitial shoulder followed by a region of exponential decline. 


Such curves can be characterized b7 two parameters, the D which

0 

measures the slope of the exponential region on a semi-logarithmic 


plot and the extrapolation number n which measures the extent ot the 


shoulder. 


Survival curves were obtained for cells located in G1, S 

and G2 at the tille of irradiation as well aa for an unlabeled 

· population. Dose• from 0-1200 rads were used. It was observed that 

the D values were fairly consistent from one experillent to another
0 

whereas the values for the extrapolation number fluctuated greatly. 


Hence only the D values were used as an indication of the variation 

0 

in sensitivit7 with cell age. The reason for the day' to day' displacement 

in the curves is not kn.own. It was observed that the D values in everJ 
0 
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case were higher than the Yalues obtained b7 Whitmore et al. (13) but 

that the variation in D with position in the division 07cle is 
0 

qualitativel7 the same. Since the surYi.Yal curves in the present 

study were only taken through 3 decades, it may be that the shoulder 

made a larger contribution to a determination of D than waa justified.
0 

Since few experiments were performed, the confidence limits placed 

on the D values are rather large.
0 

At any rate, the results of the survival experiments indicate 

that sensitivity to radiation lethality increases aa the cells 

progress around the division cycle from G1 to S to a • Although these2

results agree with those of Whitmore, investigations of other workers 

using other mammalian cell lines have yielded differen~ conclusions. 

Terasima and Tolmach (12) have shown., for a Bingle dose of 300 rads, 

that BeLa cells in mitosis and late a1-early S are moat sensitive to 

cell killing, those in G1 and G2 being the moat resistant. Synchronization 

was achieved by sel~cting cells in mitosis. Sinclair and Morton (37) 

using the eame method of 871lChronization ah.owed that Chinese hamster 

cells exposed to a single dose of 7.50 rads were least sensitive when 

most of the cells were synthesizing DNA. The work of Dewey and Humphrey 

with the L-P59 cell strain indicated that, tor a dose of 1500 rads, 

the a1 cells were leas sensitive than those in s, the G2 cells being 

intermediate in aenaitivit7 (38). 

Undoubtedly, some of the discrepancies in the results of the 

above workers are due to inherent properties of the cell lines used, 

and may also be attributed to differences in experimental procedures. 

For these reasons it is probably only valid to compare the present results 



with those of Whitmore et al. (13), since our cell line and experimental 

procedure were similar to theirs. In addition, the method emplo7ed 

in these experiments has permitted the construction of complete 

survival curves, which llas not been done b7 the other workers. 

The results of this inTeatigation indicate that when L6or cells 

are irradiated at different stages of their division cycle, the dose-

response curve tor mitotic inhibition shows no variation trom one stage 

to another, whereas the survival curves show decreasing values in D
0 

as the cells move from G1 through S to G2• '!'he divergence in the 

sensitivities ot these two effects adds further support.to the suggestion 

(9, 10) that mitotic de~ and lose ot proliferative capacit7 are 

separate phenomena, and probabl7 do not result from a comon lesion, 

as Puck has claimed (2). 

It indeed m~totic de~ and cell killing are separate 

consequences of cell irradiation, it should be possible to further 

separate their effects and to examine each on a more fundamental 

level. Biochemical genetic studies of these effects should be possible. 

Radiation sensitivity studies with .-Es...c,,,.h...e.-r-.ic,,,.h...i..a ~ strain B/r, first 

described b7 Witkin (39)" have been extensive. '!'he resistance of 

this strain to cell kil_ling by ultraviolet light and X rays has been 

shown to be due to a single spontaneous mutation. 

The advantages of microorganisms in such studies are considerable, 

since such cultures are genetically homogeneous and are capable of 

growth on simple, precisely defined media, neither of which descriptions 

apply to mammalian cells~ vitro. 
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Davies, in his work with the unicellular green alga 

Chla!ydomonaas reinhardi, has described a differential aeneitiTit7 

to cell killing b7 Ultraviolet light aa a function of cell position 

in the division c7cle (4o). Thia investigation baa been extended 

further to similar studies with gama r...,a (41), and significant 

variations in sensitivity were found. Dose fractionation experiments 

indicated that a recoverr process was active, could occur at all 

stages, and was associated solely with the shoulder of the aur"rival 

curve. The D values tor a given phase remained constant while the 
0 

extrapolation nUilber varied. A strong similarity between the results 

of Danes and those of Elkind and Sutton (ll) tor mammalian cells, 

is e"rident • 

.Q. reinhardi also would appear to be a good choice for further 

investigation into mitotic dei...,. Synchronous growth of an entire 

population is induced by exposure to light and this 8111Chrony can 

be maintained tor ~ generations. Cytological studies indicate 

that mitosis in this organi.-. is normal (42) and extensive genetic 

maps are available (43). It the phenomenon of mitotic dei..., could 

be demonstrated in these cells, it should be possible to isolate 

mutants which have abnormal.11 resistant or sensitive responses to 

the ettect. Once such mutants were obtained, further biochemical 

studies might well make possible an identification of the repair process 

involved in mitotic inhibition. 

http:abnormal.11


APPEHDIX 

EXACT SOLUTION OF 	LEA'S EQUATION FOR MI'roTIC DELAY 

Daring irradiation• there are two processes operating. At 

dose rate I damage increases linearly' with time trom t tot•, at
0 

which time the irradiation is stopped. However, exponential repair 

also begins at t • Thus at time t• the A···~e D will have been 0 . -c 

moditied to some value D' by the repair. 

During 	irradiation 


dD D 

• Idt + f 

-t'/TD' • e 

D1 • IT(l • e-t'/T)_ - - - (A) 

following irradiation, I • 01 and exponential repair alone is operating 

dD D
'dt • - f 

r~ . 
L 

(tL - t•) • - T log 1>x, + T log D1 . - - - - (B) 

Plotting (~ - .t•) against Taluea ot log D' from (A), a straight line 

is expected. - ,.,._ 



Correction of the experimental datain terms of these equations 

requires an experimentally determined value of T. This was obtained 

from the slope of the straight liDe shown in fig. ?. This liDe 

passes through the low dose region of the curve where the dose-rate 

approximation given b7 equation (iii) in the text is valid, and 

;yields a value of T• 2.o8. The dose rate was I• 6000 rad/hr. 
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